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Resumen 
 
A lo largo de los años, Internet de las Cosas ha sido un tema emergente de 
importancia técnica, social y económica. Es la interconexión de dispositivos 
físicos con sistemas embebidos a una red para proporcionar la información 
que han recogido del entorno a través de los sensores. Este proyecto "La 
creación de infraestructuras de objetos inteligentes que sensorizan las aulas 
del campus" se basa en esta tecnología. 
 
El objetivo de este proyecto es diseñar e implementar una aplicación cliente 
Android y un servidor conectado a Internet con sensores para monitorizar el 
estado físico de un aula. 
 
Para llevar a cabo este proyecto, se realizó un estudio personal sobre Internet 
de las cosas, sus protocolos de datos y los lenguajes de desarrollo necesarios 
tanto para el cliente como para el servidor. 
 
Los programas y lenguajes de programación involucrados son Unity3D, 
Arduino IDE, lenguajes de programación C# y C. 
 
En este proyecto se ha utilizado un Arduino como servidor para obtener la 
lectura de los sensores sobre el estado físico de las aulas, el cliente ha sido 
diseñado y programado utilizando Unity3D y C# como el lenguaje de 
programación. 
 
El resultado obtenido del diseño y de la implementación tanto del cliente como 
del servidor se presenta al usuario a través de una interfaz atractiva y sencilla. 
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Overview 
 
 
 
Over the years, the Internet of Things has been an emerging topic of technical, 
social and economic significance. It is the interconnection of physical devices 
with embedded systems to a network to provide the information they gather 
from the environment through sensors. This project “Creation of infrastructure 
of intelligent objects that sensorize the campus classrooms” is based on this 
technology.   
 
The objective of this project is to design and implement an Android client 
application and a server connected to the internet with sensors to consult and 
help monitoring the physical state of a classroom. 
 
To carry out this project, a personal study about the Internet of Things, its data 
protocols and the necessary development languages for both the Client and 
Server side were done. The softwares and programming languages involved 
are the Unity3D game engine, Arduino IDE, C# and C programming languages. 
 
In the project an Arduino has been used as a server to get the sensors reading 
of the physical state of the classrooms, the client was designed and 
programmed using the Unity3D game engine and C# as the scripting language. 
 
The result obtained with the design and the implementation of both the client 
and server is present to the user of the application with an attractive, simple 
user interface to interact with the end sensors and visualise their response 
about the physical state of the class.   
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
1.1. Project Motivation 
 
Due to the exponential growth of communications networks and the capacity of 
IP addresses that can be allocated with IPv6 there would be an increase in the 
use and implementation of the technology “The Internet of Things” (IoT).  
 
IoT is a fast growing technology area that is shaping up to bring the next 
revolution in information systems and computing technologies in general. This 
composes of sensors and embedded devices in automobiles, healthcare, 
watches, schools, homes, roads and universities, all connected to the Internet 
to change the way information is produced, consumed, managed and 
experienced.  
 
To be part of this technology, I am doing this project to design and implement 
an infrastructure of intelligent objects to sensorize the campus. 
 
1.2. Objective 
 
This project aim is to implement a client interface with the school map, and an 
Arduino server with sensors for the monitoring of the campus classrooms.  
 
To design and implement the Client (Android), I used an Android plugin for 
Unity, it contained a CoAP Californium library with a connection class 
(CoAPManager) that makes the access to this library easy through its Unity's 
C# script. The CoAP Californium library core provides the central framework 
with the CoAP protocol implementation to build Internet of Things applications 
on Android Systems but to facilitate its integration into Unity, the C# class 
“CoapManager” calls the Android plugin in other to interact with the CoAP 
Californium library, it also makes it easy to access and use Californium’s CRUD 
functions.  
 
This class, CoAPManager, will be explained in details in the coming chapters, it 
stands as a bridge for the communication between Unity - Android then 
between Android - Californium library possible, as can be seen in the Fig 1.1 b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.1 Unity Android Californium communication 
 
CoapManager 
 
 
Californium 
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1.3. Development Environment 
 
 
Table 1.3. Development environments 
 
Development Platform/Tools Programming 
Languages 
Client Interface 
 
Windows/Unity3D  C# 
Server 
 
Windows/Arduino 
IDE/MicroCoAP/Copper(Cu) 
Arduino Programming 
Language, C 
 
 
 
The development processes were carried out on windows. 
 
 
 
Unity3D 
Unity3D is an integrated cross-platform IDE for 
developing and creating games, applications for 
mobile, desktop, web and consoles. The programming 
language to use with this IDE is JavaScript and/or C# 
and/or Boo. For the purpose of this project, C# was 
used because it is a language we have used in several programming subjects 
during this career at the University. [1] 
 
 
Arduino 
Arduino is an open source computer hardware and 
software company that design and manufactures 
microcontrollers kits for building digital devices and 
interactive objects that can sense and control objects 
in the physical world. The Arduino is programmed in 
the official Arduino programming language in its 
official IDE. There is the possibility of importing 
libraries in other to program the microcontroller in other languages like C or 
C++. [2] 
 
 
 
 
Copper (Cu) 
Copper is a user-agent add-on for the Firefox Web 
browser for the Internet of Things based on the 
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP). [3] For more 
information about Copper see  
 
Appendix A. 
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1.4. Runtime Environment 
 
For the development, an Android platform tablet and phones has been chosen. 
Android OS is a mobile operating system developed by Google, based on the 
Linux kernel and designed primarily for touch screen mobile devices such as 
smartphones and tablets. The Android OS was chosen because a java library 
has been included in the Unity3D C# script that permits the deployment of the 
application apk in Android systems at build time.  
 
An APK (Android Application Package File) is the file format used for installing 
and distributing application software on the Android operating system. [4] 
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Chapter 2. Background Theory 
 
2.1. The Internet of Things 
 
The term “Internet of Things” (IoT) was first used in 1999 by British technology 
pioneer Kevin Ashton to describe a system in which objects in the physical 
world could be connected to the Internet by sensors. Ashton used the term to 
illustrate the power of connecting Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) used in 
corporate supply chains to the Internet in order to count and track goods without 
the need for human intervention while he was working at MIT’s AutoID lab. 
 
A concise definition of the term IoT is given by the Oxford Dictionaries which 
invokes the Internet as an element of the IoT: 
 
Internet of Things (noun): The interconnection via the Internet of computing 
devices embedded in everyday objects, enabling them to send and receive 
data. [5] 
 
 
2.1.1. Constrained Devices [6] 
 
In IoT, constrained devices are category of connected devices with limited 
resource and restrictions such as: 
 
 Significantly reduced power consumption (mWatt, running on tiny 
batteries) 
 much less computation power (CPU) 
 Less magnitude orders of memory (KiloBytes).  
 
They are typically based on micro-controllers that provide only a limited set of 
functionalities.  
 
 
2.1.2. Internet of Things Protocols  
 
Philip N. Howard at George Washington University asserts that based on 
multiple sources, the number of connected devices surpassed the number of 
people on the planet in 2014. Further, it estimates that by 2020 we will be 
approaching 50 billion devices on the Internet of Things (IoT). This is observed 
in Fig. 2.1 
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Fig. 2.1 Philip N. Howard’s Study of Connected Devices [7] 
 
 
The increase of things that can be connected to the internet lead to the 
implementation of data protocols to facilitate the communication between them 
and end nodes or the cloud. Two of the most promising data protocols in IoT for 
small devices are the MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) and 
COAP (Constrained Application Protocol) [8], these new protocols are light 
weight protocols that don’t require large amount of resources. In particular, the 
devices to run these implemented data protocols will be very low power, fixed 
with constrained resources, and expected to live for years. 
 
 
2.1.2.1. MQTT   
MQTT is an open source protocol invented by IBM for constrained devices with 
low-bandwidth, high-latency networks. 
 
It is based on the TCP/IP stack. It is a publish/subscribe messaging transport 
that is extremely lightweight and ideal for connecting small devices to 
constrained networks. [9] [10] [11] 
 
MQTT targets large networks of small devices that need to be monitored or 
controlled from a back-end server on the Internet. It is not designed for device-
to-device transfer. Nor is it designed to “multicast” data to many receivers.  
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2.1.2.1.1. Architecture 
 
MQTT has a client/server model, where every sensor is a client and connects to 
a server, known as a broker, over TCP. 
 
It is message oriented. Every message is a discrete chunk of data, opaque to 
the broker. 
 
Every message is published to an address, known as a topic. Clients may 
subscribe to multiple topics. Every client subscribed to a topic receives every 
message published to the topic. 
 
MQQT example: 
 
Imagine a simple network with three clients and a central broker Fig. 2.2 and 
Fig. 2.3 
All three clients open TCP connections with the broker. Clients B and C 
subscribe to the topic temperature. 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
At a later time, Client A publishes a value of 22.5°C for 
topic temperature. The broker forwards the message to 
all subscribed clients. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.2 MQTT Network  
 
 
 
 
 
The publisher subscriber model allows MQTT clients to 
communicate one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-
one 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.3 MQTT Network Publisher 
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2.1.2.2. CoAP 
 
The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) was designed to be used with 
low-power and lossy constrained networks by the IETF (Internet Engineering 
Task Force). CoAP is a RESTful protocol. It is semantically aligned with HTTP 
(Hypertext Transfer Protocol). 
 
Unlike HTTP, CoAP is designed for the needs of constrained devices. CoAP 
packets are much smaller than HTTP TCP flows and are simple to generate 
and can be parsed in place without consuming extra RAM in constrained 
devices.  [12] 
 
 Like HTTP, CoAP is a document transfer protocol. Unlike HTTP, CoAP is 
designed for the needs of constrained devices. It uses UDP. 
 Because CoAP uses UDP, some of the TCP functions are reproduced in 
CoAP. For example, CoAP distinguishes between confirmable (requiring 
an acknowledgement) and non-confirmable messages. 
 Requests and responses are exchanged asynchronously over CoAP 
messages. 
 All the headers, methods and status codes are binary encoded, which 
reduces the protocol overhead. 
 CoAP follows a client/server model. Clients make requests to servers, 
servers send back responses. Clients make petitions using methods 
such as GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE to implement the CRUD 
functions. 
 
Appendix B contains more information about the state of these two protocols. 
 
 
2.1.2.2.1. Architecture  
 
Unlike MQTT, CoAP is conceptually divided into two sub-layers as shown in 
Fig. 2.4: 
 
 A request-response and a messaging sub-layer. The messaging layer 
provides asynchronous messaging services over datagram transport.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.4 CoAP Sub-layers 
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 The request-response sub-layer (Fig. 2.5 and Fig.2.6) handles and 
tracks requests and responses exchanged between a client and server-
side application endpoints. [13] [14].  In CoAP the basic message types 
are the Confirmable (requires acknowledgement/confirmation for each 
message) and Non-Confirmable (requires no 
acknowledgement/confirmation), Fig.2.6. 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Fig. 2.5 CoAP Rest Model  
 
 
 
  
 
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.6 CoAP Request-Response  
 
 
NON [0x7aII] 
Content “19.8” 
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CoAP example: 
 
Imagine a simple network with a phone (Client) and an end node with 
Temperature Service/Resource (Temperature sensor) on a microcontroller Fig. 
2.7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.7 CoAP Network  
 
 
An UDP connection is opened and waits for a request from the client. Once the 
request is received, it reads the temperature from the connected sensor and 
constructs a JSON string. This JSON string is returned back in a response 
CoAP message in the payload. 
 
 
Table 2.2. CoAP-MQTT Comparison 
 
PROTOCOL CoAP MQTT 
Transport UDP TCP 
Messaging Request/Response Publish/Subscribe 
Request/Response 
Compute Resources 10Ks RAM/Flash 10Ks RAM/Flash 
 
 
For the purpose of this project the CoAP data protocol for the Internet of Things 
as been implemented because the project was proposed to be done with CoAP. 
 
Moreover, it follows a Client-Server model (Requests -Responses), which is 
basically the exact and ideal implementation needed for our application from the 
Client by making use of CoAP methods such as GET, PUT, POST, and 
DELETE to implement the CRUD functions like HTTP does from the client to 
the server (Petitions-Responses). Each action from the Client is a request to 
either GET, PUT, POST, or DELETE.
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Chapter 3. Design and Implementation 
 
3.1  Design 
 
The main idea is to be able to access the Services/Resources of the CoAP 
server in other to read the sensors values and use them to give information to 
the user through the user’s interface about the state of the class like the 
temperature in the class, know if the lights are on/off, detect if there are people 
in the class. 
 
 
3.1.1 The Interface 
 
The User Interface is the whole thing the user will see when they launch the 
application Fig.3.1a 
 
In the project, the major points considered concerning the UI design were: 
 
 Appealing  
 Simple and easy to use 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.1a User Interface 
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This is the Main page that is opened when the application is launched. The 
background is the campus first floor’s plan, this plan shows the classes present 
on this floor. Ideally there would be an Arduino microcontroller in each one of 
them in other to be able to get information about their state. By default all the 
buttons to make petitions for CoAP services on the server are disabled because 
the user would have to select the class which he/she wants to consult from the 
dropdown. 
 
The Response text changes and display informative response about the state of 
the class. 
 
Let’s take for example Fig. 3.1b, we select class 016 from the dropdown, then 
we’re able to select which of the petitions we want as they become visible, in 
this case we have made a petition for the temperature CoAP service/resource 
for the selected class. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.1b User Interface Demonstration 
  
     Server Response  Selected Class      Petition 
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The Fig. 3.2 below is the graphical representation of the internal functionality of 
the client side. And it is explained in details in the Implementation section. 
 
 
 
UiManagers
-get()/put()
CoapManager
-DoPut()/DoPut()
Buttons
Client UI
 
 
Fig. 3.2 CoAP Client Internal Functionality 
 
 
3.1.2 Arduino  
 
Arduino is a physical programmable open source platform microcontroller for 
building electronics projects.  
 
For this project, Arduino Uno [15] has been used to implement the Server. This 
is accompanied with several components like the Breadboard, Ethernet Shield 
and several sensors. For the full description of the microcontroller naming refer 
to Appendix C. Its datasheet can be found in ANNEX A ARDUINO UNO 
SPECIFICATION. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.3 Arduino Uno Microcontroller 
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The Ethernet Shield connects the Arduino Uno to the internet just by plugging 
this module onto it. The network connection is with an RJ45 cable. [16] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4 Arduino Uno Ethernet Shield 
 
 
The Breadboard is used for doing quick experiments. It is a relatively easy way 
to make circuits quickly.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.5 Breadboard 
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3.1.4. Sensors 
 
To carry out this project, the sensors integrated were that of Temperature, Light, 
and Motion Detection to know if a class is been occupied or not. 
 
The Temperature sensor LM35 is used. It is a digital sensor 
whose own control circuit provides a voltage output proportional to 
the temperature. The output of the LM35 is linear with the 
temperature, increasing the value by 10mV for each degree 
centigrade. The measuring range is -55ºC (-550mV) to 150ºC 
(1500 mV). Its accuracy at room temperature is 0.5 ° C [17]. For 
the full details about the LM35, its datasheet can be found in 
ANNEX B LM35 TEMPERATURE SENSOR SPECIFICATION. 
 
 
A Light Dependent Resistor GL55, also known as and LDR is the 
sensor used as the light sensor. It is a device whose resistance 
varies depending on the quantity of light received. This variation is 
used to measure, through the analogue inputs, an estimate of the 
level of light. See ANNEX C LDR GL55 PHOTORESISTOR 
SPECIFICATION for the full specification. [18] 
 
 
Passive infrared (PIR) sensors are devices for motion detection 
and it has been used in this project to detect movements and 
presence in classes in other to know if they are occupied or free. 
This sensor actually consists of a Pyroelectric sensor which 
generates energy when exposed to heat. [19] 
 
Any human body that get in the range of the sensor has observed 
in Fig. 3.6 will be detected as movement because the human body emits a 
certain amount of infrared energy. [20] Full specification in ANNEX D PIR 
MOTION DETECTOR SPECIFICATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.6 Passive Infra.-Red Sensor 
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3.1.5. Server 
 
A C programming language implementation of CoAP (MicroCoAP) [12] on the 
Arduino is used to design the server. This server has various 
services/resources (sensors), each of which are on different endpoint paths.  
 
Both the endpoints and services are explained in details in the later sub-
sections. The above mentioned can be observed graphically in the Fig. 3.7 
below. 
 
 
Internet
CoAP Arduino Server
Light Sensor
Temperature Sensor
MotionSensor
{endpoint code to interact with sensor}
{endpoint code to interact with sensor}
{endpoint code to interact with sensor}
e
n
d
p
o
i
n
t
s
get(), put().. CRUD functions 
Response
 
Fig. 3.7 CoAP Server 
 
 
3.2. Implementation 
 
In this application, there is just only one screen to be use when using the 
application. The screen is made up of several Unity3D intelligent GameObjects, 
in Unity3D GameObject is the most important concept as each object in the 
Unity Editor is one. This means that everything in the application is a 
GameObject.  
 
However, a GameObject is a container. You add pieces to the GameObject 
container to make it an intelligent character, as a GameObject on its own can’t 
do anything. The pieces added to the GameObject are called Components. In 
this project, the Components are attached to the GameObject as a C# script, 
this script is where the logic of these intelligent objects are written. 
 
In the server side, the circuit was mounted on a breadboard as seen in Fig 3.8a 
and proceeded to the programming of the microcontroller to accept incoming 
petitions, consult and read values from sensor and return a result back to the 
client.  
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Fig. 3.8a CoAP Server Circuit 
 
 
3.2.1.   Client - Server 
The client-server architecture implemented is established through the internet 
and the whole scene is observed in the Fig. 3.9. In the client development, this 
part was totally written in C# programming language while the other 
corresponding to the server side was coded in the Arduino programming 
language along with C which is the language in which the MicroCoAP library is 
written [21].  
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CoAP Android Client
UiManagers
-get()/put()
-response()
CoapManager
-DoPut()/DoPut()
-Response() 
Coap Arduino Server + Sensors
Internet
Response 
Label
 
 
Fig. 3.9 CoAP Client-Server 
 
 
The Client logic is basically done by the UiManagers and the CoapManager.  
 
The requests for the CoAP Services/Resources are generated on the Android 
phone. The internal functionality of both the Client and Server are explained in 
the subchapters below. 
 
Each petition is initiated with the click of a button on the UI, which is an 
intelligent GameObject with a specific C# script for the logic and the 
communication between the Client scripts is as illustrated in the Fig. 3.3 before 
the petition is finally sent to the Server through the Internet. 
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UiManagers
-get()/put()
CoapManager
-DoPut()/DoPut()
Buttons
Client UI
 
 
Fig. 3.3 CoAP Client Internal Functionality 
 
 
3.2.2. Managers 
 
The Managers are GameObjects that contain a logical C# script attached to 
them as a Component to manage the type of CoAP Service/Resource petition. 
This manager loads the CoAPManager GameObject at start up, each 
UIManager has at least one CoAP service function attached to it, this function is 
called when the GameObject Button in the UI is pressed to make a petition. 
 
Once in this specific CoAP Service method a GetUri method in the 
CoapManager’s script is called by passing to it the Server’s IP address and the 
name of the CoAP Service/Resource as parameters, it also calls the exact GET, 
PUT, POST, or DELETE CRUD function implemented in the CoapManager’s 
script depending on the type of request to make the petition. This script also 
receives the response sent from the Server through the CoapManager, and 
then it prints it in the position of the Response label as shown in Fig. 3.1b. 
 
Continuing with the Temperature CoAP service example seen earlier, the above 
explained is as follow in the code: 
 
. 
. 
void Start () { 
   
  coapManager.ResponseReceivedHandler += ResponseRec eived; 
 } 
//CoAP service function  
 public void tempSensor() 
    { 
        ip_add =   sel_class.ip_add; 
  string uri = coapManager.GetUri(ip_add, "temperature");  
        //DoGet request  
        coapManager.DoGet(uri);        
 } 
. 
. 
 
Please refer to Appendix D for the full source code. 
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In order to save the sensors data, a data persistence service was implemented 
to write the sensors value to a file at a constant interval of time. This was 
accomplished by using the unity Coroutines function.  
 
A Coroutine is an object in unity3D that allows us to start parallel actions. When 
using it, unity creates a new object of type Coroutine, this object performs some 
action and then returns an IEnumerator object. 
 
In the case of this project, the read and write function are implemented in the 
Corountine function to make petitions and then write the result to a file, all at  
constant interval of time. 
 
The skeleton code of a Coroutine is as below: 
 
IEnumerator Coroutine (){ 
        //infinite loop 
        while(true){ 
        print("Coroutine started"); 
 
        //wait 10s 
        yield return new WaitForSeconds(10f); 
 
        //Read sensor value 
        autoReadSensor(); 
 
        //Write sensor value to file 
        writeFile(); 
 
        print("Coroutine ended");  
        } 
    } 
 
It checks if the condition is valid (true), then it yields (wait) for the minutes 
passed for the method for the operation given to finish before continuing 
execution. 
 
See Appendix D for the full source code. 
 
 
3.2.3. CoapManager 
 
The CoapManager is a GameObject that also has a logical C# script attached to 
it as a Component, in this GameObject, the C# script calls the Android plugin in 
other to interact with the CoAP Californium library for Android Systems, this 
class implements its own CRUD function in a way that it makes the interaction 
with the Californium library very easy to make requests using its GET, PUT, 
POST, or DELETE CRUD functions. This is to facilitate the request making 
without having to access the main functions implemented in the Californium 
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library which is programmed in Java for Android Systems, so this script takes 
care of the communication between Unity – Android and Android communicates 
with Californium. 
 
This CoapManager script is responsible for sending the request to the Server 
and receiving the response, which is later sent to the UIManager, Fig 3.9. 
 
The above explained is as follow in the code: 
 
. 
. 
try 
    { 
    coapClient = new 
AndroidJavaObject("icarus.edu.californiumunitylibrary.CoapClientManager");     
    } 
    catch (Exception e) 
    { 
    Debug.LogError(e.ToString()); 
    } 
    //GetUri generates the petition url with the ip and resource name passed to it...e.g 
http//ip/resource 
    public string GetUri(string ip, string resource) 
    { 
    string res = coapClient.Call<string>("getUri", ip, resource); 
     
    return res; 
    } 
    /// <summary> 
    /// Sends a PUT request with the associated data 
    /// to a specific server and resource. 
    /// </summary> 
    /// <param name="uri">A well-formed CoAP URI.</param> 
    /// <param name="data">A new value associated to a resource.</param> 
    public void DoPut(string uri, string data) 
    { 
    coapClient.Call("doPut", uri, data); 
    } 
    /// <summary> 
    /// Sends a GET request to a specific server and resource. 
    /// </summary> 
    /// <param name="uri">A well-formed CoAP URI.</param> 
    public void DoGet(string uri) 
    { 
    coapClient.Call("doGet", uri); 
    } 
. 
. 
 
The full source code for the client CoAPManager can be found in Appendix E. 
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3.2.4. Endpoint 
 
The endpoint on the server defines the path at which the CoAP request for each 
Service/Resource will go, they are registered in an array of endpoints where the 
method to implement the CRUD function for each request coming from the 
client to a specific Service/Resource is defined along with its handler. The 
handler of each of this path is in charge of the communication with the 
Service/Resource (sensor) to get its value, process it, modify it etc. It’s is 
basically where the logic to interact with the sensors is programmed. 
 
The sever receives the petition sent by the CoapManager has seen in the 
previous sub-sections through the internet, to be concrete through the public IP 
address assigned to the Adruino microcontroller in the MicroCoAP 
implementation library [21]. 
 
The Fig. 3.7 below is an illustrative diagram of what is explained above. 
 
Internet
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MotionSensor
{endpoint code to interact with sensor}
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Fig. 3.7 CoAP Server 
 
 
Continuing with the Temperature Coap Service/Resource that has been used 
earlier, the above explained is programmed in the server’s code: 
 
 
. 
. 
. 
//Temperature service endpoint 
static const coap_endpoint_path_t path_temp = {1, {"temperature"}}; 
//Temperature service endpoint handler 
static int handle_get_temp(coap_rw_buffer_t *scratch, const coap_packet_t *inpkt, 
coap_packet_t *outpkt, uint8_t id_hi, uint8_t id_lo) { 
    //**************MY TEMP SENSOR LOGIC*************************** 
 //getting the voltage reading from the temperature sensor 
 float tempValue = analogRead(A2); 
 // converting that reading to voltage 
    float tempVoltage = (tempValue/1023.0)*5000;  //mV 
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    float tempDegrees = tempVoltage / 10 ;  //traducimos el valor a grados celsius 
usando la relación 10 mV/C. 
    char charVal[10]; 
    //convert tempDegrees to int 
    int num2int = (int)tempDegrees; 
    sprintf(charVal, "%d.%d", num2int);  
//Response 
    return coap_make_response(scratch, outpkt, (const uint8_t *)&charVal, 
strlen(charVal), id_hi, id_lo, &inpkt->tok, COAP_RSPCODE_CONTENT, 
COAP_CONTENTTYPE_TEXT_PLAIN); 
} 
 
//Register and declare CRUD method for the services path 
const coap_endpoint_t endpoints[] = { 
    {COAP_METHOD_GET, handle_get_well_known_core, &path_well_known_core, 
"ct=40"}, 
    {COAP_METHOD_GET, handle_get_led, &path_led, "ct=0"}, 
    {COAP_METHOD_GET, handle_get_temp, &path_temp, "ct=0"}, 
    {COAP_METHOD_GET, handle_get_light, &path_light, "ct=0"}, 
    {COAP_METHOD_PUT, handle_put_led, &path_led, "ct=0"}, 
    {COAP_METHOD_GET, handle_get_pir, &path_pir, "ct=0"}, 
    {(coap_method_t)0, NULL, NULL, NULL} 
}; 
. 
. 
. 
 
Appendix F contains the endpoint and sensors services code in details.  
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The above Fig. 3.7 circuital configuration is as indicated below: 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.8b CoAP Server Circuit Implementation 
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Chapter 4. Future Work 
 
After finishing this project, some future works can be highlighted to improve the 
functionalities implemented which will include the calibration of the sensors 
used to get more accurate readings.  
 
Since the whole infrastructure will be used in the Campus, there would be a 
need to study and find out the ideal place for the microcontroller in the 
classrooms. 
  
In other to synchronize ourselves with the present cutting edge technologies, 
the sensor data instead of been stored in a file could be persisted in a real 
database. With the implemented Corountine the volume of data in the database 
within few months will exponential grow that we can apply big data’s intelligent 
algorithms on them and make predictions, recommendation about the 
classroom states. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 
 
In this report, a design and implementation of an infrastructure to sensorize the 
campus has been presented. This project turned out to be challenging in many 
ways, has each stage has presented its own problem to be overcome. 
 
The first stage was to learn how to use Unity3D, both the graphical and scripting 
part. After grabbing these basics, it was necessary to broaden my knowledge 
about the topic this project is about “The Internet of Things”. As you can read in 
Chapter 2, where the concepts and the data protocols for this technology has 
been explained. The reason for choosing the CoAP protocol for the aim of this 
project was because it permits making petitions like HTTP but using methods 
such as GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE to implement the CRUD functions. 
 
The next phase of the project was to understand how the selected sensors work 
by going through their datasheets, mounting the circuit and finally programming 
the logic of both the Client and the Server 
 
Working with game engine was completely a new experience for me but thanks 
to the development of this project, I have gained experience about the Unity3D 
game engine. I understood the IoT concept and protocols beyond the basic 
theory explanations as taught in some subjects taken in this career by 
implement it in this project.  
 
However, carrying out the different parts of this project even though advancing 
on many occasions slowly has really helped me learn how to organize myself. 
  
Finally it can be concluded that the creation of a prototype to design and 
implement an android client application with an Arduino base server to 
sensorize the campus has been achieved. 
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Appendix A 
 
Copper(Cu) CoAP user-agent for Firefox 
 
 
 
Usage 
• Simply enter a CoAP URI into the address bar. 
 
• After opening the location of a CoAP server click on ' Discover' to retrieve 
the available resources from the URI. 
 
• At a resource location (e.g., coap://vs0.inf.ethz.ch/storage) use the 
buttons   GET,   POST,   PUT, and   DELETE to interact. The responses will be 
displayed in the browser. 
 
• A click on 'Observe' sends a GET request with the Observe option set. 
Another click removes the URI subscription again. 
 
• Use the 'Behavior' menu and the 'Debug options' to further customize the 
requests and their handling. 
 
• Frequently used CoAP resources can be bookmarked just like normal 
Web resources. 
 
• For more detailed debug output, start Firefox with the switch -console 
(Windows) or in a terminal (Linux) and just check 'Print debug output to the 
console' in the add-on's options. 
• Use the add-on options window or the toolbar button on the right to 
choose between drafts 
  
 
Appendix B 
MQTT and CoAP, IoT Protocols 
Two of the most promising IoT protocols for small devices are MQTT and 
CoAP. Here is the description and comparison of MQTT and CoAP. See the link 
of MQTT and CoAP, IoT Protocols at 
http://www.eclipse.org/community/eclipse_newsletter/2014/february/article2.php 
 
Here is the some useful open source projects to implement MQTT and CoAP. 
You may compile the applications and libraries with the specific tool chain and 
deploy them in IOx of C819, CGR1120/1240, and IR829/809. 
1. MQTT (formerly MQ Telemetry Transport): 
The Eclipse Paho project is rapidly becoming a source of some great MQTT 
clients – currently it contains implementations in C, Java, Javascript, Python 
(contributed from the mosquitto project), Lua, C++, etc. 
http://www.eclipse.org/paho/ 
 
The very popular mosquitto broker recently moved under the Eclipse umbrella 
too – the Eclipse Mosquitto project contains both mosquitto, and a fully open-
sourced Really Small Message Broker from IBM, which also happens to support 
MQTT-SN. https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/technology.mosquitto 
 
2. CoAP (Constrained Applications Protocol): 
libcoap is an open source C implementation that focuses on decoding and 
encoding, leaving the actual protocol to the application. And both of coap-client 
and coap-server are provided as an example. 
  
CoAPthon is a python library for the CoAP protocol compliant with the RFC, 
with a branch available that uses the Twisted framework. 
Californium is a powerful CoAP framework targetting back-end services and 
stronger Internet of Things devices. It is an open source Java implementation, 
and provides a convenient API for RESTful Web services that support all of 
CoAP's features. 
You may refer to CoAP Implementation for more details at 
http://coap.technology/impls.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Appendix C 
 
Arduino uno 
 
 
 
 
 
https://www.google.es/search?q=arduino+uno&espv=2&source=lnms&tbm=isch
&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjz-
oHv1JzTAhVBBBoKHWo5CP4Q_AUICCgB&biw=1366&bih=662#imgrc=Dn8P
Y3Ps--iIGM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Appendix D 
 
UIManagers Source Code 
 
using System.Collections; 
using UnityEngine; 
using UnityEngine.UI; 
using System.IO; 
using System; 
public class TempManager : MonoBehaviour { 
 
    // Use this for initialization 
        [SerializeField] 
    private CoapManager coapManager; 
 
    [SerializeField] 
    private Text Label; 
   public dropDown sel_class; 
  public string ip_add; 
 
  public string autoRes; 
    void Start () { 
     
         coapManager.ResponseReceivedHandler += ResponseReceived; 
         StartCoroutine (serverTemp()); 
    } 
     
     public void tempSensor() 
    { 
 
        ip_add =   sel_class.ip_add; 
        string uri = coapManager.GetUri(ip_add, "temperature");  
        //DoGet to request  
        coapManager.DoGet(uri); 
        StopCoroutine (serverTemp());    ///cmbiado 
    } 
     public void ResponseReceived(object sender, ResponseReceivedEventArgs e) 
    { 
         
        //EnableAllButtons(); 
        //label.text = e.Resource + " : " + e.Data; 
        //to see the result in Android SDK Monitor 
        Debug.Log("La respuesta de sensor de Temperatura es: " + e.Resource + " : " + 
e.Data); 
       if( e.Resource == "temperature"){ 
           autoRes = e.Data; 
        var res =  e.Data + "ºC"; 
        Label.text = e.Resource + " : " + res; 
       } 
    } 
 
    IEnumerator serverTemp (){ 
        //infinite loop 
        while(true){ 
  
        print("Coroutine started"); 
 
        //wait 3s 
        yield return new WaitForSeconds(10f); 
 
        //Read sensor value 
        autoReadSensor(); 
        //ResponseReceived(null, null); 
 
        //Write sensor value to file 
        writeFile(); 
 
        print ("Time: " + DateTime.Now); 
        print("Coroutine ended");  
        } 
    } 
 
    
public void autoReadSensor(){ 
        string uri = coapManager.GetUri("147.83.118.215", "temperature");    
        //DoGet to request  
        coapManager.DoGet(uri);  
}  
     
   public void writeFile(){ 
        string filePath = Application.persistentDataPath + "/Temp.txt"; //internal 
storage/Android/data/com.test 
      if(!File.Exists(filePath)){ 
        // Create an instance of StreamWriter to write text to a file. 
        var sr = File.CreateText(filePath); 
        //write to file: 
        sr.WriteLine ("Time: " + DateTime.Now); 
        sr.WriteLine ("Sensor Value: " + autoRes); 
        sr.Close(); 
       } 
        //check if file exist: 
       else  if (File.Exists(filePath)) 
        { 
           using(StreamWriter sr2 = File.AppendText(filePath)) 
                { 
          sr2.WriteLine("Time: " + DateTime.Now); 
          sr2.WriteLine("Sensor Value: " + autoRes); 
          sr2.Close();  
             } 
        } 
        
    } 
 
} 
 
 
 
 
  
Appendix E 
 
CoapManager Source Code 
 
using System; 
using UnityEngine; 
/// <summary> 
/// Class that stores the arguments of the Response Received event. 
/// </summary> 
public class ResponseReceivedEventArgs : EventArgs 
{ 
    public string Resource { get; set; } 
    public string Data { get; set; } 
} 
 
/// <summary> 
/// Class that manages the CoAP requests and responses. 
///  
/// This class calls the corresponding methods of the CoAP Android 
/// library. 
/// </summary> 
public class CoapManager : MonoBehaviour 
{ 
    /// <summary> 
    /// CoAP response received event handler. 
    /// </summary> 
    public event EventHandler<ResponseReceivedEventArgs> 
ResponseReceivedHandler; 
     
    //   private AndroidJavaObject playerActivityContext; 
     
    /// <summary> 
    /// The object that represents an Android class. 
    /// </summary> 
    private AndroidJavaObject coapClient; 
    /// <summary> 
    /// Start method is called automatically the first time the scene is loaded. 
    /// This method gets and stores a reference to the Android class. 
    /// </summary> 
    void Start() 
    { 
     
    try 
    { 
    coapClient = new 
AndroidJavaObject("icarus.edu.californiumunitylibrary.CoapClientManager");     
    } 
    catch (Exception e) 
    { 
    Debug.LogError(e.ToString()); 
    } 
    } 
     
  
    /// <summary> 
    /// Builds a correct CoAP URI for the specified server and resource. 
    /// </summary> 
    /// <param name="ip">The IP address of the CoAP server.</param> 
    /// <param name="resource">A name of a resource.</param> 
    /// <returns>The well-formed CoAP URI for the specified server and 
resource.</returns> 
    ///  
     
    //GetUri generates the petition url with the ip and resource name passed to it...e.g 
http//ip/resource 
    public string GetUri(string ip, string resource) 
    { 
    string res = coapClient.Call<string>("getUri", ip, resource); 
     
    return res; 
    } 
     
    /// <summary> 
    /// Sends a PUT request with the associated data 
    /// to a specific server and resource. 
    /// </summary> 
    /// <param name="uri">A well-formed CoAP URI.</param> 
    /// <param name="data">A new value associated to a resource.</param> 
    public void DoPut(string uri, string data) 
    { 
    coapClient.Call("doPut", uri, data); 
    } 
     
    /// <summary> 
    /// Sends a GET request to a specific server and resource. 
    /// </summary> 
    /// <param name="uri">A well-formed CoAP URI.</param> 
    public void DoGet(string uri) 
    { 
    coapClient.Call("doGet", uri); 
    } 
     
    /// <summary> 
    /// Gets a response from a CoAP request. 
    ///  
    /// This method is called automatically by the CoAP library each 
    /// time a request is responded. 
    /// </summary> 
    /// <param name="response">The CoAP response (resource/value).</param> 
    public void GetResponse(string response) 
    { 
    ResponseReceivedEventArgs args = new ResponseReceivedEventArgs(); 
     
    if (response != "Error") 
    { 
    string[] msg = response.Split('/'); 
    args.Resource = msg[0]; 
    args.Data = msg[1]; 
    OnResponseReceived(args); 
  
    } 
    else 
    { 
    args.Resource = "Error"; 
    args.Data = "Error"; 
    OnResponseReceived(args); 
    } 
    } 
     
    /// <summary> 
    /// This method handles the Response Received event. 
    /// </summary> 
    /// <param name="e">Arguments for this event call.</param> 
    protected virtual void OnResponseReceived(ResponseReceivedEventArgs e) 
    { 
    EventHandler<ResponseReceivedEventArgs> handler = 
ResponseReceivedHandler; 
    if (handler != null) 
    { 
    handler(this, e); 
    } 
    } 
    } 
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Endpoint Source Code 
 
#include <stdbool.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "coap.h" 
 
static char lightLed = '0'; 
const uint16_t rsplen = 500; 
static char rsp[500] = ""; 
void build_rsp(void); 
 
#include "Arduino.h" 
 
static int ledPin = 6; 
static int PIRPin = 2;         // pin de entrada (for PIR sensor) 
static int val = 0;                  // estado del pin 
static int res; 
 
 
void endpoint_setup(void) {    
    pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);   
    pinMode(PIRPin, INPUT);    
    build_rsp(); 
} 
 
static const coap_endpoint_path_t path_well_known_core = {2, {".well-known", 
"core"}}; 
static int handle_get_well_known_core(coap_rw_buffer_t *scratch, const 
coap_packet_t *inpkt, coap_packet_t *outpkt, uint8_t id_hi, uint8_t id_lo) { 
    return coap_make_response(scratch, outpkt, (const uint8_t *)rsp, strlen(rsp), id_hi, 
id_lo, &inpkt->tok, COAP_RSPCODE_CONTENT, 
COAP_CONTENTTYPE_APPLICATION_LINKFORMAT); 
} 
 
//led service put/get method 
static const coap_endpoint_path_t path_led = {1, {"led"}}; 
//get led state: ON/OFF 
static int handle_get_led(coap_rw_buffer_t *scratch, const coap_packet_t *inpkt, 
coap_packet_t *outpkt, uint8_t id_hi, uint8_t id_lo) { 
    return coap_make_response(scratch, outpkt, (const uint8_t *)&lightLed, 1, id_hi, 
id_lo, &inpkt->tok, COAP_RSPCODE_CONTENT, 
COAP_CONTENTTYPE_TEXT_PLAIN); 
} 
 
//put 
static int handle_put_led(coap_rw_buffer_t *scratch, const coap_packet_t *inpkt, 
coap_packet_t *outpkt, uint8_t id_hi, uint8_t id_lo) { 
    if (inpkt->payload.len == 0) { 
    return coap_make_response(scratch, outpkt, NULL, 0, id_hi, id_lo, &inpkt->tok, 
COAP_RSPCODE_BAD_REQUEST, COAP_CONTENTTYPE_TEXT_PLAIN); 
    } 
  
    //put 0--> ON 
    //put 1--> OFF 
    if (inpkt->payload.p[0] == '1') { 
    lightLed = '1'; 
    digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH); 
    return coap_make_response(scratch, outpkt, (const uint8_t *)&lightLed, 1, id_hi, 
id_lo, &inpkt->tok, COAP_RSPCODE_CHANGED, 
COAP_CONTENTTYPE_TEXT_PLAIN); 
    } else { 
    lightLed = '0'; 
    digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW); 
    return coap_make_response(scratch, outpkt, (const uint8_t *)&lightLed, 1, id_hi, 
id_lo, &inpkt->tok, COAP_RSPCODE_CHANGED, 
COAP_CONTENTTYPE_TEXT_PLAIN); 
    } 
    } 
     
    //Temperature service get method 
    static const coap_endpoint_path_t path_temp = {1, {"temperature"}}; 
    static int handle_get_temp(coap_rw_buffer_t *scratch, const coap_packet_t *inpkt, 
coap_packet_t *outpkt, uint8_t id_hi, uint8_t id_lo) { 
    //**************MY TEMP SENSOR *************************** 
    //getting the voltage reading from the temperature sensor 
    float tempValue = analogRead(A2); 
    // converting that reading to voltage 
    float tempVoltage = (tempValue/1023.0)*5000;  //mV 
    float tempDegrees = tempVoltage / 10 ;  //traducimos el valor a grados celsius 
usando la relación 10 mV/C. 
    char charVal[10]; 
    //convert tempDegrees to int 
    int num2int = (int)tempDegrees; 
    sprintf(charVal, "%d.%d", num2int);    
    return coap_make_response(scratch, outpkt, (const uint8_t *)&charVal, 
strlen(charVal), id_hi, id_lo, &inpkt->tok, COAP_RSPCODE_CONTENT, 
COAP_CONTENTTYPE_TEXT_PLAIN); 
    } 
     
    //Photoresistor service get method 
    static const coap_endpoint_path_t path_light = {1, {"light"}}; 
    static int handle_get_light(coap_rw_buffer_t *scratch, const coap_packet_t *inpkt, 
coap_packet_t *outpkt, uint8_t id_hi, uint8_t id_lo) { 
    float ligthValue = analogRead(A5); 
    char charVal[10]; 
    //convert ligthValue to int 
    int num2int = (int)ligthValue; 
    sprintf(charVal, "%d", num2int); 
     
    return coap_make_response(scratch, outpkt, (const uint8_t *)&charVal, 
strlen(charVal), id_hi, id_lo, &inpkt->tok, COAP_RSPCODE_CONTENT, 
COAP_CONTENTTYPE_TEXT_PLAIN); 
    } 
     
    //MotionSensor service get method 
    static const coap_endpoint_path_t path_pir = {1, {"motion"}}; 
  
    static int handle_get_pir(coap_rw_buffer_t *scratch, const coap_packet_t *inpkt, 
coap_packet_t *outpkt, uint8_t id_hi, uint8_t id_lo) { 
    int val = digitalRead(PIRPin); 
     
    if (val == HIGH) // check if the sensor Output is HIGH 
    {           
     
    res = val; 
    char charVal[20]; 
    sprintf(charVal, "%d", res); 
    return coap_make_response(scratch, outpkt, (const uint8_t *)&charVal, 
strlen(charVal), id_hi, id_lo, &inpkt->tok, COAP_RSPCODE_CONTENT, 
COAP_CONTENTTYPE_TEXT_PLAIN); 
    //} 
    }  
    else   //si esta desactivado 
    { 
    //res = "No Motion Detected"; 
    res = val; 
    char charVal[20]; 
    sprintf(charVal, "%d", res); 
    return coap_make_response(scratch, outpkt, (const uint8_t *)&charVal, 
strlen(charVal), id_hi, id_lo, &inpkt->tok, COAP_RSPCODE_CONTENT, 
COAP_CONTENTTYPE_TEXT_PLAIN); 
    //} 
    }     
    } 
     
     
    //declare CRUD method for the services path 
    const coap_endpoint_t endpoints[] = { 
    {COAP_METHOD_GET, handle_get_well_known_core, &path_well_known_core, 
"ct=40"}, 
    {COAP_METHOD_GET, handle_get_led, &path_led, "ct=0"}, 
    {COAP_METHOD_GET, handle_get_temp, &path_temp, "ct=0"}, 
    {COAP_METHOD_GET, handle_get_light, &path_light, "ct=0"}, 
    {COAP_METHOD_PUT, handle_put_led, &path_led, "ct=0"}, 
    {COAP_METHOD_GET, handle_get_pir, &path_pir, "ct=0"}, 
    {(coap_method_t)0, NULL, NULL, NULL} 
    }; 
     
    void build_rsp(void) { 
    uint16_t len = rsplen; 
    const coap_endpoint_t *ep = endpoints; 
    int i; 
     
    len--; // Null-terminated string 
     
    while(NULL != ep->handler) { 
    if (NULL == ep->core_attr) { 
    ep++; 
    continue; 
    } 
     
    if (0 < strlen(rsp)) { 
  
    strncat(rsp, ",", len); 
    len--; 
    } 
     
    strncat(rsp, "<", len); 
    len--; 
     
    for (i = 0; i < ep->path->count; i++) { 
    strncat(rsp, "/", len); 
    len--; 
     
    strncat(rsp, ep->path->elems[i], len); 
    len -= strlen(ep->path->elems[i]); 
    } 
     
    strncat(rsp, ">;", len); 
    len -= 2; 
     
    strncat(rsp, ep->core_attr, len); 
    len -= strlen(ep->core_attr); 
     
    ep++; 
    } 
    } 
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